Backup is an extremely important topic to me. It is one of the basic features of an information system. With Tina we can now secure all the university’s data. Time devoted to backup admin has been optimized, and above all, we are able to adapt to the needs of academic users who create new projects.

Bruno Guibert Director of Information Systems, University of Savoie-Mont Blanc
DOES YOUR CURRENT DATA PROTECTION SOLUTION:

- Increase productivity by centralizing backup activity in one solution
- Encrypt and protect data on the fly across the network
- Ensure no breach of data integrity/data retention through certificates
- Track changes to configuration with dedicated logs “Audit trail”
- Run restore tests to ensure no hidden surprises
- Search for files – even if they’ve been deleted!

WHY USE TINA FOR RESTORES?

Intuitive Restore Interface
Whatever the platform or application Tina presents the same look and feel for every type of restore. Restoring data has never been easier.

Centralized Administration
All the backup agents and applications are managed through a central interface.
Tina central dashboard simplifies the monitoring of the protection of each server, VM, application or SAN. Areas of attention are clearly notified. REST API is available to integrate backups into custom applications. Tina keeps track of all backup destinations and can even move data automatically from disk to tape.

Famous restore for deleted files Tina compares data that is on disk with what has been protected. So even if you have no idea of what disappeared, Tina will show you the results.

Tina’s Global Deduplication reduces backup times and storage needs. Unlike other solutions, Tina works on a global deduplication basis, comparing blocks from both physical and virtual machines for Industry-leading deduplication ratios.

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

RICH COMPATIBILITY GUIDE FOR BOTH PHYSICAL & VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENTS (EVEN LEGACY PLATFORMS)

- Supports all the major operating systems including Windows, Linux, Solaris, AIX & iSeries
- VMware, Microsoft Hyper-V, OpenStack Compute (NOVA)
- Exchange, SharePoint, SQL, MySQL, PostgreSQL, Oracle, SAP HANA, IBM Domino, DB2, MariaDB

GLOBAL DEDUPLICATON

- Hardware Independent solution
- Globally deduces at source for optimum deduplication ratios
- Dedupes across all platforms (physical & virtual)

3-CLICK RESTORE

- 1: Select. 2: Synchronize on date/time. 3: Restore
- Express Restart for virtual machines direct from backup
- Data security enforced during recovery operations

STORAGE FLEXIBILITY

- Multiple storage destinations, including disk, Cloud (S3), VTL, deduplication storage including cloud and tape targets
- Automatic D2D2T for extra data security

POWERSFUL DATA PROTECTION AND MIGRATION SOLUTIONS
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